Monsters and Talismans Preparing for your Future Keynote

Charlotte Kemp, Futures Alchemist, takes the audience on a
panoramic view of the future, allowing them to identify some of the
hazards in their path and to see what tools they can develop to help
them get to their destination both safely and successfully.

I was incredibly fortunate to
part of a workshop at which
Charlotte Kemp presented and
her content, organisation
presentation skills and
audience engagement was
phenomenal. She gave
relevant and actionable advice
that resonated with the
delegates. I'd love to have her
back.
Brandt vd Westhuizen,
PSAN, Namibia

There is a distinction to be made between limitations that are internal
and external problems that are caused by our environment. Likewise,
there are two types of responses - those that we have control over
and those that require cooperation with others. Learning to identify
between these different problem sets, means that we have a better
understanding of the issues, we can take ownership and we can
develop responses to issues beyond our immediate control.

Other Keynotes
•
•
•
•

IQ to AI - Humanity’s
Great Hope
3C Skills to Success
Fads, Trends and the
Meaning of Life
Taking advantage of
cryptocurrency

Audiences will learn:
•
•

•
•

Charlotte Kemp, the Futures
Alchemist, is a futurist and a
professional speaker, a member
of the Professional Speakers
Association of Southern Africa
and a past Board member of
the Global Speakers
Federation.

www.charlottekemp.co.za

Realise how much of the future is in their hands
Distinguish between challenges that are internal and under their
control to change, and those that are external and where
approaches to mitigate them need to be developed
Begin to identify tools and approaches that can be added to their tool
box for the future
Feel empowered instead of intimidated, by thoughts of the future

This talk is suitable for
businesses that wish to start or
continue the conversation with their
staff and stakeholders, about what
the future holds for them. Charlotte
has a set of keynotes, workshops
for conferences and team building.
There is also a powerful
mastermind option to craft your
own scenarios.
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